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ABSTRACT
Recent observations suggest that stellar tidal disruption events (TDE) are strongly overrepre-
sented in rare, post-starburst galaxies. Several dynamical mechanisms have been proposed to
elevate their TDE rates, ranging from central stellar overdensities to the presence of super-
massive black hole (SMBH) binaries. Another such mechanism, introduced here, is a radial
velocity anisotropy in the nuclear star cluster produced during the starburst, which temporar-
ily enhances the stellar flux into the loss cone of a solitary SMBH. These, and other, dynam-
ical hypotheses can be disentangled by comparing observations to theoretical predictions for
the TDE delay time distribution (DTD). We show that SMBH binaries are a less plausible
solution for the post-starburst preference, as they predict an unrealistically top-heavy distri-
bution of primary SMBH masses, and can only reproduce the observed DTD with extensive
fine-tuning. The overdensity hypothesis produces a reasonable match to the observed DTD
(based on the limited data currently available), provided that the initial stellar density pro-
file created during the starburst, ρ(r), is exceptional in both steepness and normalization. In
particular, explaining the post-starburst preference requires ρ ∝ r−γ with γ ∼> 2.5, i.e. much
steeper than the classic Bahcall-Wolf equilibrium profile of γ = 7/4. For “ultrasteep” density
cusps (γ ≥ 9/4), we show that the TDE rate decays with time measured since the starburst as
N˙ ∝ t−(4γ−9)/(2γ−3)/ ln t. Radial anisotropies also represent a promising explanation, provided
that initial anisotropy parameters of β0 ≈ 0.5 are sustainable against the radial orbit instabil-
ity. TDE rates in initially anisotropic cusps will decay roughly as N˙ ∝ t−β0 . As the sample
of TDEs with well-studied host galaxies grows, the DTD will become a powerful tool for
constraining the exceptional dynamical properties of post-starburst galactic nuclei.
1 INTRODUCTION
Stellar tidal disruption events (TDEs) have long been seen as pow-
erful tools for studying the demography of quiescent supermassive
black holes (SMBHs). The death of a star during a strong tidal en-
counter with an SMBH (Hills 1975) is expected to produce a lu-
minous, multiwavelength flare (Rees 1988). Many such flares have
now been detected through thermal emission in optical (van Velzen
et al. 2011; Gezari et al. 2012; Chornock et al. 2014; Holoien et
al. 2014; Blagorodnova et al. 2017; Hung et al. 2017), ultraviolet
(Gezari et al. 2006, 2008), and soft X-ray (see e.g. Komossa 2015;
Auchettl et al. 2017) wavelengths, while others have been seen
through nonthermal emission in the radio (Zauderer et al. 2011;
van Velzen et al. 2016) or hard X-ray (Bloom et al. 2011; Cenko
et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2015). The observed sample of TDEs
is expected to grow from dozens to thousands in the near future
(van Velzen et al. 2011; Khabibullin et al. 2014). This large fu-
ture sample carries great promise for studying SMBH demography,
although there are many open theoretical questions that must be re-
solved before TDE light curves can be translated into SMBH mass
(Lodato et al. 2009; Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013; Hayasaki et
al. 2013; Piran et al. 2015) or spin (Stone & Loeb 2012; Hayasaki
et al. 2016; Franchini et al. 2016) measurements.
While the prospects for using TDE light curves to study
SMBH demography lie in the future, the statistical properties of
our current TDE sample have already revealed unexpected dynam-
ical processes in distant galactic nuclei. Arcavi et al. (2014) were
the first to notice the peculiar host galaxy preference of observed
optically-selected TDEs: in the Palomar Transient Factory sample
of three strong TDE candidates, two were found in E+A galax-
ies, a rare, post-starburst galaxy type that makes up ≈ 0.2% of all
galaxies in the low-redshift universe. E+A galaxies exhibit strong
Hδ absorption features indicative of many young A stars, but little
to no Hα emission line strength, signaling an absence of ongoing
star formation. Subsequent observations of TDE host galaxies also
found that an order unity fraction of these flares inhabit this exceed-
ingly uncommon galaxy subtype.
French et al. (2016, 2017) conducted the first thorough sta-
tistical examination of TDE host galaxy properties, finding that
both classical E+A galaxies and more weakly post-starburst galax-
ies were strongly overrepresented in their host sample. This second
host galaxy subpopulation exhibits a similar dearth of ongoing star
formation but weaker Hδ absorption features. Its combination of
emission and absorption properties is found in ≈ 2% of low redshift
galaxies, and is consistent with an older post-starburst galaxy, or al-
ternatively a young post-starburst galaxy that underwent a weaker
episode of star formation (French et al. 2017 find some degener-
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acy between these two explanations of strong Hδ features). In a
sample of 8 TDE hosts, classical E+As and weaker post-starburst
galaxies were overrepresented by factors of R = 190+115−100 and
R = 33+7−11, respectively. Qualitatively similar results were found
by a more recent analysis of a larger sample of optically and X-ray
bright tidal disruption flare hosts (Graur et al. 2017), though with
a somewhat reduced overrepresentation of post-starburst galaxies
among TDE hosts (using the same cuts on Hδ absorption strength,
the rare host overrepresentation fell to factors of R = 36+22−18 and
R = 18+8−6; see also Law-Smith et al. 2017 for complementary anal-
ysis). TDE hosts clearly exhibit a strong post-starburst preference
(PSP), though the exact magnitude of this preference remains an
area of active research.
This finding is even more puzzling when juxtaposed against
a broader TDE rate discrepancy (Stone & Metzger 2016): obser-
vational estimates, although limited by small sample sizes and se-
lection effects that are difficult to quantify, often find per-galaxy
TDE rates N˙ ∼ 1 − 2 × 10−5 gal−1 yr−1 (Donley et al. 2002;
van Velzen & Farrar 2014). These are at least an order of mag-
nitude below conservative theoretical estimates for TDE rates (set
by two-body relaxation) in realistic galactic nuclei, which are typi-
cally N˙ ∼> 10−4 gal−1 yr−1 (Wang & Merritt 2004; Stone & Met-
zger 2016), although we note that some observed TDE samples
find rates up to N˙ ∼ 1 − 2 × 10−4 gal−1 yr−1 (Esquej et al. 2008;
Holoien et al. 2016). Although dynamical mechanisms to suppress
TDE rates have been proposed, they seem unlikely to work in prac-
tice (Lezhnin & Vasiliev 2015, 2016). The resolution of this rate
discrepancy (which is worsened by the PSP) may be a very broad
TDE luminosity function (e.g. Blagorodnova et al. 2017), of which
we have so far only seen the bright end. Indeed, recent modeling
of the optical TDE luminosity function suggests an observational
rate N˙ ≈ 1 × 10−4 gal−1 yr−1 (van Velzen 2017). The broader rate
discrepancy is not yet a solved problem, but in this paper we make
the reasonable assumption that the TDE luminosity function is the
same in post-starburst and normal galaxies, and search for dynam-
ical explanations for the PSP1.
What dynamical mechanisms could be elevating the TDE rate
so dramatically following a starburst? Arcavi et al. (2014) proposed
that, as many starbursts are triggered by galaxy mergers, the PSP
may reflect a population of SMBH binaries (SMBHBs) which, as
they harden, pass briefly through a stage where TDE rates are in-
creased by many orders of magnitude. Stone & Metzger (2016)
suggested that if the starburst is preferentially concentrated in the
galactic nucleus, then a strong stellar overdensity may be formed,
which would increase TDE rates by decreasing the two-body re-
laxation timescale. This overdensity hypothesis has received tenta-
tive observational support from observations and dynamical mod-
eling of one of the nearest E+A galaxies, NGC 3156 (Stone & van
Velzen 2016); likewise, broader population studies find that per-
galaxy TDE rates are correlated with both the slope (Law-Smith et
al. 2017) and the normalization (Graur et al. 2017) of stellar light
profiles on ∼ kpc scales (though we caution that the TDE rate is
set by stellar dynamics on ∼ pc scales). Other possibilities exist
as well: rates could be enhanced due to non-conservation of or-
bital angular momentum in a triaxial potential created by starburst
1 Non-dynamical effects - e.g. preferential nuclear obscuration in normal
galaxies, that is absent in post-starburst galaxies - could contribute to both
the PSP and the overall TDE rate discrepancy, but in this paper we focus on
dynamical hypotheses for intrinsically elevated rates of disruption in post-
starburst galaxies.
or galaxy merger (Magorrian & Tremaine 1999; Merritt & Poon
2004), or due to secular dynamics in eccentric nuclear stellar disks
(Madigan et al. 2017).
We propose that the several extant hypotheses for the PSP, as
well as many more yet to be suggested by theorists, can be disen-
tangled by empirical construction of a TDE delay time distribution
(DTD). Different dynamical mechanisms for enhancing TDE rates
in a starburst will attenuate over time, as the galaxy ages and its nu-
clear properties evolve to resemble those of more typical galaxies.
But different dynamical solutions to the PSP will make different
predictions for exactly how TDE rates decline with time since the
starburst, and these predictions can be tested against observations.
The results of French et al. (2016), French et al. (2017), and Graur
et al. (2017) represent the first empirical TDE DTDs, although
they are limited by small number statistics. In the near future, the
Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) and Large Synoptic Survey Tele-
scope (LSST) will discover tens to thousands of TDEs per year,
respectively, and empirical DTDs may definitively test theoretical
explanations for the PSP.
In this paper, we estimate rates and, when possible, DTDs for
three different dynamical hypotheses that aim to explain the post-
starbust preference. In §2, we review the basis for the overden-
sity hypothesis and make simple estimates for the time evolution
of TDE rates in overdense galactic nuclei. In §3, we introduce a
new dynamical explanation for the PSP, one predicated on velocity-
space anisotropies biased toward radial orbits; we also estimate the
time evolution of TDE rates in this scenario. In §4, we review the
SMBHB hypothesis and, again, estimate how quickly an elevated
TDE rate decays against time since starburst. In §5 we combine our
analysis of the prior three scenarios and make a first comparison to
the observed DTD of tidal flares, and in §6 we summarize this work
and offer thoughts on its future extensions.
2 OVERDENSE STELLAR SYSTEMS
Empirically, the starbursts that create E+A galaxies preferentially
concentrate star formation in their central regions. Spectroscopic
observations of E+As find strong radial color gradients, indicat-
ing that the youngest stars are concentrated in the galactic nucleus
(Pracy et al. 2012, 2013), though the resolution of these studies has
historically been insufficient to provide detailed information on the
SMBH influence radius. Given the overrepresentation of nuclear
regions in the star formation history of post-starburst galaxies, it
is natural to speculate that central overdensities are responsible for
the PSP: overdense galactic nuclei will possess short two-body re-
laxation times, and the rapid diffusion of stars through orbital phase
space will result in a high rate of stellar tidal disruption.
Some support for this hypothesis was found by Stone & van
Velzen (2016), who analyzed archival Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) photometry of the nearby E+A galaxy NGC 3156, and found
an unusually steep stellar density cusp which should produce an el-
evated TDE rate (N˙ ≈ 1 × 10−3 gal−1yr−1) due to rapid two-body
relaxation. However, the small sample size of this study means that
confirmation of the overdensity hypothesis will need to wait for fu-
ture HST observations of other nearby post-starburst galaxies.
Enhanced TDE rates due to central stellar overdensities will
decline over time, as two-body relaxation diffuses stars onto wider
orbits, or as the dense stellar population drains into the SMBH. To
quantify this decline, it is useful to consider how two-body relax-
ation diffuses stars into the SMBH loss cone (LC), the region of
stellar phase space where specific orbital angular momentum J is
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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less than a critical value JLC =
√
2GM•Rt. Here we have defined
the tidal radius Rt ≡ R?(M•/M?)1/3 as the radius interior to which
a star of mass M? and radius R? will be torn apart by tides from
a black hole of mass M•. Near the SMBH, per-orbit perturbations
(from two-body relaxation, or other processes) to specific angular
momentum ∆J are weak, with ∆J/JLC  1; here the LC is devoid
of stars and the rate of stellar tidal disruption is the rate at which
stars diffuse into it. Far from the SMBH, ∆J/JLC  1 and the LC
is full; the per-star TDE rate here is, crudely, the fractional size of
the LC in angular momentum space divided by a stellar orbital pe-
riod. The transition between these two regimes occurs at the critical
radius rcrit where ∆J = JLC (Merritt 2013).
For spherically symmetrical galactic nuclei, time-dependent
TDE rates can be found by numerically integrating the 2D (energy
and angular momentum) Fokker-Planck equation (Cohn & Kulsrud
1978), and quasi-steady state rates can be derived in a more semi-
analytic way (Magorrian & Tremaine 1999; Wang & Merritt 2004).
We review some results from the quasi-steady state LC formalism
in Appendix A, but the basic picture is as follows. Starting from
a 3D stellar mass density profile ρ(r) and gravitational potential
ψ(r), we compute the stellar distribution function (DF) f (, J). In
general this is a two-integral DF, written in terms of J and specific
energy2 , but if velocities are isotropic it simplifies to f (). Using
the DF, one finds orbit-averaged diffusion coefficients µ¯() for the
radial orbits of interest, and from these one can calculate the flux
of stars into the LC, F (). The total TDE rate is N˙ = ∫ F ()d. We
will first perform this excercise for a fully analytic toy model of
ρ(r) and f (), and then repeat the procedure using time-dependent
numerical solutions to the 1D (energy) Fokker-Planck equation.
2.1 Analytic Evolution of Stellar Overdensities
Consider an idealized spherical profile of stars: ρ(r) =
ρinfl(r/rinfl)−γ, where the SMBH influence radius rinfl is defined as
the radius that encloses the SMBH’s own mass in stars, so ρinfl =
M•(3 − γ)/(4pir3infl). For simplicity we will assume an isotropic dis-
tribution of velocities (but see §3 for the more general anisotropic
case); this yields a stellar DF f () ∝ γ−3/2. In this model, there
are two qualitatively different locations from which the bulk of
the LC flux originates. In typical, relatively shallow density cusps
(γ < 9/4), most of the LC flux comes from radii r ≈ rcrit. How-
ever, in much steeper density cusps (γ > 9/4), the LC flux actually
diverges at small radii (Syer & Ulmer 1999); in reality, this indi-
cates that the single power law assumption is not self-consistent,
and most of the tidal disruptions will be sourced from whatever
small radius corresponds to a break in the larger scale power law
density profile. For the remainder of this paper, we refer to ρ(r)
profiles with γ > 9/4 as “ultrasteep.” One can imagine two ways in
which centrally concentrated star formation could provide an ele-
vated TDE rate:
• The formation of an ultrasteep cusp in a galactic nucleus with
a relatively normal value of rinfl.
• The formation of a very dense stellar cusp with a more typical
slope γ but an atypically small value of rinfl. We refer to such a cusp
as “overconcentrated.”
Because stars are typically fed into the LC from the influence ra-
dius or smaller scales, both of these scenarios are compatible with
2 In this paper we adopt the stellar dynamics convention where bound or-
bits have  > 0.
starbursts that only increase the total galactic bulge mass by small
amounts (see e.g. the burst mass fractions estimated among TDE
hosts in French et al. 2017). The latter scenario (low rinfl) would
require an order unity or greater increase in stellar mass within the
pre-starburst influence radius, while the former (large γ) scenario
requires even less total star formation. These two possibilities are
not mutually exclusive.
Almost all observed galactic nuclei possess γ < 9/4 (Lauer
et al. 2005), but Stone & van Velzen (2016) found that the nucleus
of NGC 3156, a nearby E+A galaxy, is at the very least a border-
line case and may indeed be ultrasteep; depending on the precise
model employed for the point spread function of HST, this galaxy
has 2.15 ≤ γ ≤ 2.313. If we assume that most of the central stars
formed impulsively in a starburst, these (and less steep) central den-
sity cusps will relax over time towards a steady state configuration.
For a single-species stellar present day mass function (PDMF), this
is the well known Bahcall-Wolf cusp, with γ = 7/4 (Bahcall &
Wolf 1976). Multi-species PDMFs will exhibit more complicated
density profiles (Bahcall & Wolf 1977; Keshet et al. 2009), but we
defer an investigation of this to future work.
So long as the starburst forms a density profile with cen-
tral γ > 3/2, relaxation times decrease with decreasing radius r,
and the profile relaxes towards a Bahcall-Wolf configuration from
the inside-out. Because we are interested primarily in the densest
galactic nuclei, we limit ourselves to this regime4, and approximate
a time dependent density profile as the broken power law
ρ(r, t) =
ρinfl(r/rinfl)−γ, r > rBW(t)ρinfl(r/rBW)−7/4(rBW/rinfl)−γ, r ≤ rBW(t), (1)
where we have defined a “Bahcall-Wolf radius” rBW as the location
where the post-starburst age t equals the local energy relaxation
time (Stone & van Velzen 2016). In the Keplerian potential of the
SMBH, the relaxation time is
tr(r) =
σ2(r)
〈∆(v‖)2〉 =
k(γ)(GM•)3/2〈m?〉
G2〈m2?〉ρinflrγinfl ln Λ
rγ−3/2 (2)
where σ2(r) = GM•r−1/(1 +γ) is the one-dimensional velocity dis-
persion, 〈(v‖)2〉 is a local diffusion coefficient defined in Appendix
A, and the dimensionless constant k(γ) ≈ 0.05 is defined in that ap-
pendix. Here 〈m?〉 is the first moment of the stellar mass function
and 〈m2?〉 is the second moment. The Bahcall-Wolf radius is thus
rBW =
(
k(γ)M3/2• 〈m?〉
G1/2〈m2?〉ρinflrγinflt ln Λ
) 1
3/2−γ
, (3)
where we have used the Coulomb logarithm Λ ≈ 0.4M•/〈m?〉.
An important caveat to this estimate is that in Eq. 2, we have de-
fined the relaxation time in terms of a local diffusion coefficient.
Although this is a reasonable approximation in standard galactic
nuclei, it is fundamentally nonlocal, orbit-averaged diffusion coef-
ficients which control energy relaxation. In cusps with γ ≥ 2, orbit-
averaged diffusion coefficients become strongly nonlocal. While
3 NGC 3156 also possesses an unusually small influence radius, although
measuring this quantity requires extrapolating the fitted power law slope
beyond the HST resolution limit.
4 In principle, one could imagine a starburst producing a shallow power
law (γ < 3/2) with an almost discontinuous density jump to a high- but
constant-density core. This scenario would be of interest for the overdensity
hypothesis, but would not be well approximated by this section, and should
also be considered in future work.
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Figure 1. Time evolution of an initially ultrasteep ρ ∝ r−2.75 stellar cusp
using the PhaseFlow code. The blue solid, purple dashed, red dot-dashed,
and pink dotted curves correspond to post-starburst ages t = 1.5 Myr, t =
15 Myr, t = 150 Myr, and t = 1500 Myr, respectively. Here we consider a
cusp of equal-mass (M? = 1M) stars around a M• = 106 M SMBH. We
mark the Bahcall-Wolf radius rBW with a square on each snapshot in the top
panel.
the basic timescale argument behind Eq. 3 remains correct, the sim-
ulations of §2.2 allow us to calibrate a fitting formula that better
matches Eq. 3 to numerical results: k(γ) ≈ 0.045(3 − γ).
In this toy model, we can apply standard LC theory to extract
the time dependent TDE rate N˙ (and therefore the DTD) from the
density profile given by Eq. 1. In the ultrasteep regime, the DTD
can be approximated in closed form using an analytic expression
for LC flux F () from stars deep inside the influence radius of the
SMBH (Stone & Metzger 2016, Appendix A). In this regime,
N˙ρ(t) ∼ BW(t)F (BW(t)), (4)
where BW ≡ GM•/(2rBW). Using the analytic diffusion coefficients
from Appendix A, we find that in the ultrasteep regime (γ > 9/4),
N˙ρ(t) ∝ t−(4γ−9)/(2γ−3)/ ln t. (5)
A potentially important complication to any scenario involving ex-
tremely dense stellar systems is the role of direct physical collisions
between stars (e.g. Freitag & Benz 2002). In some portions of pa-
rameter space, direct collisions could erode an overdense cusp on
timescales shorter than the local relaxation time. For cusps consist-
ing of a single species of stars, the per-star collision rate is
N˙coll(r) = pi
√
3R2?
ρ(r)
M?
σ(r)
(
1 +
4GM?
3R?σ2(r)
)
(6)
Comparing the relaxation time to the characteristic stellar collision
time tcoll = N˙−1coll, we find
tr
tcoll
= pi
√
3(1 + γ)3/2k(γ)
σ4(r)R2?
G2〈m2?〉 ln Λ
(
1 +
4GM?
3R?σ2(r)
)
. (7)
When tr/tcoll ∼> 1, collisional erosion of the stellar cusp dominates
relaxational evolution and standard LC theory will strongly over-
estimate TDE rates. In general, however, tr/tcoll ∼> 1 only on very
small scales, of r ∼< 3 × 10−3 pc (r ∼< 3 × 10−2 pc) for M• = 106 M
(M• = 107 M). As we shall see in §2.2, these scales are only rele-
vant for extremely early periods of post-starburst evolution.
2.2 Numerical Evolution of Stellar Overdensities
To validate the above analytic prescription, we solve the time de-
pendent, isotropic Fokker-Planck equation in energy space. This
γ=2.25
γ=2.75
106 107 108 109 1010
10-4
0.001
0.010
0.100
1
t [yr]
r B
W
[pc]
Figure 2. The “Bahcall-Wolf” break radius rBW as a function of time, com-
paring our numerical calculations (dots) to the analytic approximation in
Eq. 3 (solid lines; here we have numerically calibrated the k(γ) normaliza-
tion factor). The time evolution of the numerical Fokker-Planck solutions is
well-approximated by our analytic estimate, though the normalization dif-
fers by a factor of a few. For the numerical points, this radius is defined as
the location where the local logarithmic density slope equals the average of
the BW profile’s γ = 7/4 and the initial power-law slope. Eq. 3 does not
perform as well at estimating the time evolution of the marginally ultrasteep
γ = 2.25 initial conditions.
can be written in flux-conserving form as
∂ f (, t)
∂t
= − ∂
∂
[
D
∂ f (, t)
∂
+ D f (, t)
]
− f (, t)
tLC(, t)
, (8)
where D and D are the first and second order diffusion coeffi-
cients respectively (see e.g. Merritt 2013). The last term approxi-
mates the loss of stars due to angular momentum diffusion into the
loss cone for each energy bin (see eq. 13 in Vasiliev 2017, submit-
ted). For a single component system the diffusion coefficients can
be written as integrals over the distribution function:
D =16pi2G2m ln Λ
[
h()
∫ 
0
f (′)d′ +
∫ ∞

f (′)h(′)
]
(9)
D = − 16pi2G2m ln Λ
∫ ∞

f (′)g(′)d′, (10)
where h() is the phase volume and g() = dh()/d is the density
of states.
To solve this equation we use the PhaseFlow code (Vasiliev
2017).5 Our initial conditions, motivated by a rapid burst of star
formation, are a power law stellar density profile of 1 M stars with
a range of initial power law slopes γ and influence radii rinfl,0. To
avoid divergences in the total mass and stellar potential we intro-
duce an exponential cut-off in the density at 1000 pc and a small
r−1 core inside of 10−4 pc. The inner boundary is absorbing, with
the distribution function having a fixed value of zero. The outer
boundary condition corresponds to zero flux.
Fig. 1 shows the relaxation of an ultrasteep r−2.75 stellar cusp
from PhaseFlow. As expected, the stellar density relaxes to an r−7/4
Bahcall-Wolf cusp from the inside-out. In Fig. 2, we plot the evo-
lution of the Bahcall-Wolf transition radius rBW versus time. Eq. 3
captures the time-dependent evolution of the Bahcall-Wolf radius
5 PhaseFlow is part of the Agama library for galaxy modelling, avail-
able from https://github.com/GalacticDynamics-Oxford/Agama/. Note that
PhaseFlow uses the phase volume h() rather than energy as the indepen-
dent variable.
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for r−2.25 and r−2.75 profiles from ∼ 106 years until rBW approaches
the influence radius (because rBW ∝ t1/(γ−3/2), the r−2.25 profile’s
break radius deviates from analytic predictions much sooner than
does the r−2.75 profile’s). The agreement between analytic theory
and numerical results for the power-law slope of rBW(t) is quite
good in the ultrasteep regime, though the normalization of rBW
would differ by a factor of a few between these approaches if we
computed k(γ) using the local diffusion coefficient of Appendix A.
The agreement is worse for shallower profiles. However, the com-
parison is more ambiguous in this case, as the inner and outer den-
sity profiles are similar.
The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the TDE rate as a function of
time for different initial density slopes γ. The bottom panel shows
how the TDE rate depends on the initial influence radius and com-
pares TDE rates extracted from PhaseFlow with our analytic ap-
proximation (Eq. 4). The analytic prescription reproduces the time
evolution of the TDE rate well for the r−2.5 and r−2.75 profiles. How-
ever, the TDE rate from Eq. 4 has a slightly shallower slope at late
times than do the numerical results, and the normalization is off
by a factor of a few, due to the crudeness of the assumption that
N˙ρ ∼ BWF (BW). Eventually, the Bahcall-Wolf radius approaches
the initial influence radius rinfl,0 (the dots on each curve in the top
panel of Fig. 3 mark the time when rBW = rinfl,0). Afterwards, the
evolution of the TDE rate is driven by the expansion of the star clus-
ter due to the consumption of stars, an effect not captured by the an-
alytic model. The analytic prescription is also generally inaccurate
for marginally ultrasteep initial density profiles, i.e. γ ≈ 2.25, be-
cause for these marginal γ values the LC flux is less sharply peaked
at BW, and the Bahcall-Wolf radius more swiftly overtakes the ini-
tial influence radius.
We better quantify the time evolution of the TDE rate by cal-
culating the average power law index for our Fokker-Planck results
(i.e. N˙ρ ∝ t−ξ, where ξ is averaged between 108 yr and 1010 yr). The
top panel of Fig. 4 shows contours of constant ξ for different values
of the initial slope γ of the stellar density profile, and its initial nor-
malization at 1 parsec, ρ1(0) ≡ ρ(t = 0, r = 1 pc). The bottom panel
of the same figure shows contours of TDE rate at t = 100 Myr in
the same parameter space.
Taken together, Figs. 3 and 4 disentangle the loss cone behav-
ior of ultrasteep and overconcentrated cusps. The top panel of Fig.
3 shows strikingly similar rates at post-starburst ages t ∼ 108 yr,
implying that - given a constant value of rinfl,0 - ultrasteep profiles
alone are not sufficient to explain the PSP in typical galaxies. In
contrast, the bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows that N˙ρ(108 yr) has a
more nontrivial dependence on γ if it is instead ρ1(0) that is held
constant, and the bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows how varying rinfl,0
into the overconcentrated regime brings post-starburst rates up into
agreement with observations. The difference between these two fig-
ures highlights how rinfl,0 becomes a poor metric of overconcentra-
tion in the ultrasteep regime. Large changes in initial rinfl produce
only modest variation in ρ1(0), and it is the latter that is more pre-
dictive of the TDE rate during post-starburst ages t ∼> 108 yr. In
most overconcentrated nuclei, the initial influence radius rinfl,0 ex-
pands significantly during 1010 yr of relaxational evolution.
In summary, overconcentrated nuclei with low rinfl,0, or high
ρ1(0), are able to reproduce observed magnitudes of TDE rates in
E+A galaxies. Several of the curves in the bottom panels of Figs.
3 and 4 are capable of reproducing the inferred TDE rates in E+A
galaxies (N˙ ∼ 10−3 yr−1; French et al. 2016). In general, increasing
the density slope γ increases the initial TDE rate but also increases
the steepness of the DTD, while diminishing rinfl (or increasing
ρ1(0)) increases the early-time TDE rate. The overall slope ξ of the
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Figure 3. TDE rates as functions of time, for different initially overdense
stellar density profiles, as calculated numerically by PhaseFlow around a
M• = 106 M SMBH. Top panel: the power law slope of the density profile
is varied, while the initial influence radius is fixed at 1 pc. Circles indicate
the time when the initial influence radius rinfl,0 is overtaken by the expand-
ing rBW, for initial γ > 7/4. Bottom panel: the effect of decreasing the
influence radius to 0.1 pc is shown for ultrasteep profiles. Black curves are
ultrasteep γ = 2.5 profiles, while red curves are more marginal γ = 2.25
profiles. Thick (thin) lines show rinfl,0 = 1 pc (rinfl,0 = 0.1 pc). Numerical
solutions are solid lines, while the analytic rates from Eq. 4 are plotted as
dashed lines. As in Fig. 2, a good fit in time evolution is seen for ultrasteep
profiles, but this breaks down for marginally ultrasteep γ = 2.25 cusps. The
analytic normalization is off by a factor of a few from numerical results.
delay time distribution N˙ρ(t) is controlled by the initial power law
slope γ. When γ is in the ultrasteep regime, our analytic formula
for the DTD (Eq. 5) describes its time evolution well. We defer a
more detailed discussion of these considerations for §5.
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Figure 4. Top panel: The time evolution of the TDE rate is well approxi-
mated by a power-law N˙ρ ∝ t−ξ , for initial stellar density profiles ρ ∝ r−γ
in the ultra-steep regime γ ≥ 9/4 (eq. 5). Here we show contours of ξ as
a function of γ, measured by averaging our numerical results over the time
interval 108 yr < t < 1010 yr. Bottom panel: Contours of the TDE rate
at t = 100 Myr (solid lines) and 200 Myr (dashed lines) as a function of
the initial stellar density profile γ and the normalization of the initial stellar
density profile, ρ1(0) ≡ ρ(t = 0, r = 1 pc). Above the black dotted line, the
central SMBH mass would double over 10 Gyr if it accreted half of each
disrupted star (the effects of which are not included in our calculations).
3 RADIAL VELOCITY ANISOTROPIES
An alternative dynamical explanation for the PSP is a radial orbit
bias among the stars formed in the center of a galaxy during a star-
burst6. Because stars on nearly radial orbits require far less time
to diffuse through angular momentum space into the SMBH loss
6 The effect of radial anisotropies on TDE rates was first commented on in
Magorrian & Tremaine (1999).
cone, a stellar cluster born with a radial velocity anisotropy will see
an initially elevated TDE rate (relative to an otherwise equivalent
cluster with an isotropic velocity field). However, the same two-
body relaxation process that feeds stars to the SMBH also acts to
isotropize the velocity distribution. Tangential velocity anisotropies
have been explored previously as a mechanism to suppress TDE
rates (Lezhnin & Vasiliev 2015, 2016); these investigations gener-
ally find that their anisotropies wash out in a fraction of an energy
relaxation time. We expect that an initially radial velocity-space
bias will also isotropize in a fraction of a relaxation time.
It is not obvious why a starburst would bias nuclear orbits in
a radial sense (indeed, the disks of young stars seen in the Galactic
Center have a pronounced tangential anisotropy, e.g. Bartko et al.
2009). We speculate that the infall and tidal disruption of young
massive clusters could inject a fresh population of stars onto radial
orbits in a post-starburst galactic nucleus, but modeling the full his-
tory of nuclear starbursts is beyond the scope of this paper. In this
section, we simply investigate the self-consistent evolution of DFs
with an initial radial bias, calculating the magnitude and duration
of any enhancement to TDE rates therein.
We model the time evolution of the TDE rate in a galaxy with
anisotropic stellar velocities by solving the time-dependent, one-
dimensional Fokker-Planck equation in angular momentum space.
By assumption, stars are fixed in bins of orbital energy, but allowed
to diffuse through angular momentum space in a random walk. This
process is captured by the orbit-averaged Fokker-Planck equation
(Merritt & Wang 2005),
∂ f
∂τ
=
1
4 j
∂
∂ j
(
j
∂ f
∂ j
)
, (11)
where j ≡ J/Jc() is the dimensionless angular momentum (here
Jc() is the specific angular momentum of a circular orbit), τ ≡
µ¯()t ∼ t/tr is a dimensionless time, and µ¯() is the orbit-averaged
angular momentum diffusion coefficient (see §2). We again assume
a spherical geometry for the star cluster, and a separable distribu-
tion function f (, j) = f() fj( j). The latter assumption - evolving
j at fixed  - is valid on timescales short compared to the energy re-
laxation time because angular momentum relaxation is much faster
than energy relaxation for the radial orbits that concern us. How-
ever, Eq. 11 will break down at late times, once either
(i) An energy relaxation time has passed, and f() can no longer
be treated as static, or
(ii) An order unity fraction of stars with specific energy  have
drained into the SMBH loss cone.
The outer boundary condition for Eq. 11 is of the Neumann type to
prohibit flux of stars through j = 1:
∂ fj
∂ j
∣∣∣∣∣
j=1
= 0. (12)
The inner boundary condition depends greatly on the dimension-
less diffusivity parameter q() = P()µ¯()/ j2LC() ≈ ∆J2/J2LC,
where jLC ≡
√
2GM•Rt/Jc() and P() is the orbital period. In
the strongly diffusive regime (q  1, also known as the “empty
loss cone” regime), stars are immediately destroyed once reaching
j = jLC and the inner boundary condition is of the Dirichlet type:
f ( jLC, t) = 0. However, in the pinhole regime (q  1, also known
as the “full loss cone” regime), relaxation can cause stars to wan-
der to values of j < jLC many times per orbit and the loss cone is
not empty. In this case the inner boundary condition is of the Robin
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type (Vasiliev & Merritt 2013; Lezhnin & Vasiliev 2015),
fj( jLC) =
α(q) jLC
2
∂ fj
∂ j
∣∣∣∣∣
j= jLC
, (13)
where α(q) ≡ (q2 + q4)1/4.
Following standard conventions, we parametrize the velocity
anisotropy as
β ≡ 1 − T⊥
2T‖
, (14)
where T⊥ and T‖ are the kinetic energies of tangential and radial
motion, respectively, integrated across the stellar distribution func-
tion. If all orbits are purely radial, then β = 1; if all orbits are
purely tangential, then β = −∞. An isotropic distribution corre-
sponds to β = 0, so for the remainder of this section we focus on
scenarios where β > 0, corresponding to a radial velocity bias. This
parametrization of anisotropy maps onto the distribution function
simply, with f j( j) ∝ j−2β. As initial conditions, we therefore take7
fj( j, t = 0) =
1 − β0
1 − j2−2β0LC
j−2β0 , jLC < j ≤ 1. (15)
For convenience we have normalized the distribution function to
unity, though this choice is inessential, as our interest is in studying
the relative enhancement of the TDE rate (and its time evolution)
due to a radial velocity bias in comparison to an isotropic velocity
distribution.
For simplicity, we also assume in this section that the initial
anisotropy β0 is constant across all orbital energies . An upper
limit on the allowed range of β0 is set by the radial orbit insta-
bility (ROI). If the radial anisotropy exceeds some critical value
βROI, the stellar system will become unstable to nonspherical per-
turbations, and the geometry of the star cluster will evolve into a
nonspherical configuration (Antonov 1973; Henon 1973). Such a
configuration will enhance TDE rates further (at least temporarily)
through collisionless effects (Merritt & Poon 2004), but because
the orbital dynamics and evolution of the distribution will become
considerably more complicated, we defer an investigation of this
scenario to future work. Although analytic criteria have suggested
that βROI ≈ 0.43 (Polyachenko & Shukhman 1981), numerical orbit
integrations find stability up to larger anisotropies, with βROI ≈ 0.6
(Merritt & Aguilar 1985). While the precise ROI threshold depends
somewhat on the shape of the potential (and the distribution of
anisotropies, which can of course differ from the power law ansatz
in Eq. 14), we explore a large range of β0, with the caution that the
most anisotropic models may not be self-consistent. Other dynam-
ical instabilities may arise for non-monotonic f j( j) (Polyachenko
et al. 2008), but we defer a discussion of this constraint for future
work.
Since the approximate timescale for angular momentum relax-
ation to occur is tj( j) ≈ j2tr, we expect radially biased initial con-
ditions to relax from the inside out in angular momentum space,
analogous to energy space relaxation in ultrasteep cusps. We can
likewise compute the range of angular momenta that have colli-
sionally relaxed at some time t after the initialization of radially
anisotropic initial conditions. In analogy to the “Bahcall-Wolf en-
ergy” BW of §2, we find a “Cohn-Kulsrud angular momentum”
jCK ≈
√
τ, (16)
7 In order for our initial conditions to match the outer boundary condition,
we select initial conditions that deviate very slightly from Eq. 15. Specif-
ically, for j > 0.999, we set the initial DF to a constant value equal to
f (0.999, t = 0; ).
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Figure 5. Evolution of the distribution function f ( j; ) as a function of the
dimensionless angular momentum j at fixed energy , shown for different
snapshots in dimensionless time τ = 0 (solid), τ = 10−3 (dashed), τ = 10−2
(dot-dashed), τ = 10−1 (dot-dot-dashed) and τ = 1 (dotted). Black lines
correspond to a isotropic stellar cluster (β0 = 0), while light lines show a
case with moderate initial radial anisotropy (β0 = 0.2). All cases assume
a loss cone boundary condition jLC = 10−2 and a diffusive regime of LC
repopulation (q = 0.01). The last snapshot, though technically beyond the
domain of validity of our one-dimensional Fokker-Planck calculation, is
shown for completeness.
interior to which the angular momentum DF should reach a steady
state solution similar to Cohn & Kulsrud 1978 (here τ is the dimen-
sionless time introduced after Eq. 11).
Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the distribution function for
an initially radially-biased profile with β0 = 0.2, as compared to the
standard isotropic case β0 = 0, for jLC = 10−2 (an unusually large
value chosen only for convenience of plotting). We find that the
radially biased-initial conditions result in more stars being retained
on low angular momentum orbits until roughly a relaxation time
has passed (after which point the one-dimensional Fokker-Planck
approach used is no longer valid). The time evolution of f ( j, t; )
is to zeroth order captured by Eq. 16; radially anisotropic initial
conditions approach their logarithmic, steady state solution (Cohn
& Kulsrud 1978) interior to a value of j that is within a factor of two
of jCK. For j ∼> jCK, the DF has not greatly evolved from its initial
conditions. We therefore expect an enhanced flux of stars into the
loss cones for all times τ < 1 during which our calculation is valid.
The instantaneous loss cone flux is calculated as
F (t; ) = 2pi2µ¯()P()J2c () f()
(
j
∂ fj( j, t)
∂ j
)
j= jLC
. (17)
For our initial conditions, the TDE rate from a given energy bin,
F (t; ), will be proportional to fj( jCK, t) (as it is the Cohn-Kulsrud
angular momentum which determines the slope of the DF into the
loss cone), implying the surprisingly simple time evolution
N˙β(t) ∝ t−β0 . (18)
Fig. 6 shows the time evolution of the diffusive loss cone flux
enhancement F (t; )/Fiso(t; ) for different degrees of anisotropy
β0 = 0.1 − 0.6 and two assumptions about the loss-cone angular
momentum ( jLC = 10−5, 10−2), normalized to the otherwise equiv-
alent flux for isotropic (β0 = 0) initial conditions, Fiso(t; ). Larger
values of jLC correspond to stars tightly bound to the SMBH (high
values of ), while smaller values represent those near the radius
of influence of a low-mass SMBH (lower values of ). Results for
the pinhole regime are very similar and are not shown. Note that all
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the flux of stars into the SMBH loss cone,
F , normalized to the equivalent stellar flux for isotropic initial conditions,
Fiso. Curves represent numerical solutions to Eq. 11. Time on the lower
horizontal axis is normalized to the relaxation time tr; on the upper axis
we show the physical passage of time for a low-mass cusp galaxy with
M• = 106.5 M and γ = 1.6. We consider a range of different anisotropic
initial conditions, with β0 = 0.1 (yellow), 0.2 (light green), 0.3 (dark green),
0.4 (blue), and 0.5 (purple), and 0.6 (lavender). The largest β0 values may
trigger the onset of the radial orbit instability, limiting the validity of those
calculations. Solid lines represent energy bins near the influence radius from
where most TDEs are sourced ( jLC = 10−5) while dashed lines represent
much more tightly bound stellar orbits ( jLC = 10−2); in both cases we
consider strongly diffusive (q = 0.01) LC repopulation. Dotted lines show
analytic power law estimates N˙ ∝ t−β0 (Eq. 18), which are generally in
excellent agreement with our numerical solutions.
energy dependent quantities in F (t; )/Fiso(t; ) cancel out (aside
from the value of jLC used to solve Eq. 11).
In Fig. 6, we see that an initial radial anisotropy enhances the
TDE rate by a factor ≈ 2−200 compared to the otherwise equivalent
isotropic case. The rate declines as a power law in time that (for
jLC  1) is well described by Eq. 18. The upper horizontal axis
of Fig. 6 shows time in years for a 106.5 M SMBH with “typical”
values of rinfl = 1.5 pc and γ = 0.61 (these values are estimated
by fitting power laws to the distributions of γ and rinfl estimated
from the galaxy sample of Stone & Metzger 2016; see §5). For a
very high initial anisotropy, β0 = 0.6, we find that a system of age
t = 108 yr will have a rate enhancement ≈ 50. If the ROI limits β0
to values ≤ 0.5, the enhancement is reduced to ≤ 20.
The TDE rate under radially-biased conditions eventually falls
below the isotropic one as stars are depleted from the DF; this oc-
curs after a time τ ∼ 1. However, this also marks the point after
which the one-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation can no longer
be trusted because energy space diffusion has become important.
By this point, the distribution is largely isotropic and further evo-
lution in the TDE rate occurs on the longer timescale for energy
relaxation.
So far we have considered only the evolution of the angular
momentum distribution fj( j) at fixed orbital energy . In typical,
non-ultrasteep galaxies (γ < 9/4) with isotropic DFs, the integrated
LC flux is sharply peaked at energies  ≈ crit (Wang & Merritt
2004); naively, this might imply that we could estimate the TDE
rate in a radially anisotropic galaxy by considering the evolution
of f ( j; crit) alone. To test this hypothesis we integrate Eq. 11 nu-
merically in many different bins of orbital energy across a distribu-
tion function f (). The total TDE rate N˙β(t) =
∫ F (t; )d, where
F (t; ) is given by Eq. 17.
We construct a grid of galaxy models varying M• between
105 M and 108 M, and initial anisotropy parameter β0 between
0.0 and 0.6. Each stellar system is idealized as a Dehnen model
(Dehnen 1993; Tremaine et al. 1994): a spherical potential-density
pair with a density profile ρ(r) that is a smoothly broken power
law. The inner region controls the TDE rate and has a power law
density slope γ determined by least-squares fitting to the galaxy
sample of Stone & Metzger (2016). The fit we find is γ = 2.4997−
0.1371 log10(M•/M); likewise, we set the break radius by assum-
ing the galaxy’s total stellar massM• = 103 M•, and that the influ-
ence radius follows the empirical scaling relation (Stone & Metzger
2016)
rinfl = 16 pc
(
M•
108 M
)0.69
. (19)
The DF f() is calculated numerically using Eddington’s integral
(considering both the stellar and the SMBH potential). While Ed-
dington’s integral is strictly valid only for isotropic stellar systems,
and overestimates f() for radially biased systems, we find that
the net effect on the TDE rate is small. An example family of
runs from this grid, with β0 = 0.5, is shown in Fig. 7. We see
that galaxy-integrated rate enhancements Rβ(t) ≡ N˙β(t)/N˙iso(t) are
the smallest, and wash out the fastest, for low mass galaxies. This
is almost entirely understandable in terms of the longer relaxation
times in high mass galaxies: for a fixed physical post-starburst age
t, a M• = 108 M galactic nucleus will have elapsed much less di-
mensionless time τ than a galactic nucleus with M• = 106 M. Of
course, a countervailing effect is that the high mass SMBHs with
the largest anisotropic rate enhancements are less common than
their low mass counterparts; we return to this competition in §5.
Interestingly, our hypothesis that most flux into the LC orig-
inates from orbital energies  ≈ crit is incorrect. LC flux is much
less steeply peaked for highly anisotropic systems (β > 0) than it
is for isotropic ones, and a large portion of TDEs in radially biased
galactic nuclei originate from physical scales r  rinfl. The reason
for this is that the “full loss cone flux” which sets an upper limit on
TDE rates in isotropic galactic nuclei,
F isofull()d = 4pi2 f ()J2LC()d, (20)
drops off steeply as one moves to energies  < crit. While an
isotropic spherical system cannot produce LC fluxes greater than
F isofull , an anisotropic one can; its equivalent upper limit on LC flux
is
Ffull()d ≈ 4pi2 f ()J2LC() j−2βLC ()d (21)
provided the fj( j) DF is described well by Eq. 15 down to values of
j near jLC. For β > 0, Eq. 21 declines less steeply for  < crit than
does Eq. 20, allowing stars from well beyond the critical radius to
contribute significantly to the TDE rate. This raises the possibility
that resolved spectroscopy and Schwarzschild modeling of nearby
E+A galaxies could directly test the premise of this solution to the
PSP, but we defer a detailed investigation of this prospect for future
work.
In summary, radial orbital biases among the stars deposited
in galactic nuclei following a starburst can provide large enhance-
ments to TDE rates (up to ∼ 100), which wash out over an energy
relaxation time. Larger galaxies are more promising hosts for these
rate enhancements because of their longer relaxation times. For a
stellar density profile ρ(r) ∝ r−γ, the radial anisotropy erodes from
the inside out if γ > 3/2, and from the outside in if γ < 3/2.
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Figure 7. TDE rate enhancements Rβ(t) ≡ N˙β(t)/N˙iso(t) in idealized galac-
tic models with initial radial bias β0 = 0.5, plotted against physical post-
starburst age t. Solid lines compute TDE rates N˙β(t) by integrating across
a DF f () computed from Eddington’s formula, while dotted lines use a
DF f () that is derived self-consistently. The difference is small, ≈ 20%.
Different colors correspond to different SMBH and host galaxy masses; the
SMBH masses M• are labeled in the figure. The dashed black line is a power
law going as t−0.5, as in Eq. 18. This analytic estimate for the anisotropic
DTD is still a reasonable approximation, but it is less precise here than it
was in Fig. 6, where only single bins of orbital energy  were considered.
Regardless of the value of γ, the anisotropy among stars of fixed
energy erodes from the inside out in j-space. In observed TDE host
galaxies, of age t ∼> 108 yr, rate enhancements can be large enough
to explain observations if large initial values of β0 do not trigger the
radial orbit instability. We provide a more detailed comparison to
observations in §5.
4 SMBH BINARIES
Several studies have demonstrated that the dynamical presence of
a SMBH binary in a galactic nucleus can enhance rates of tidal
disruption by several orders of magnitude, relative to an otherwise
similar nucleus with a single, stationary SMBH. TDE rates are en-
hanced by the Kozai-Lidov mechanism (Ivanov et al. 2005) and by
chaotic three-body scatterings (Chen et al. 2009), though the lat-
ter effect appears to dominate (Chen et al. 2011). Because E+A
and post-starburst galaxies are often the result of galaxy mergers, a
TDE rate enhancement driven by SMBH binarity offers a tempting
explanation for the observed PSP (Arcavi et al. 2014).
One potential issue with this explanation is that the duration
of TDE enhancement by the SMBHB is very short, ∼ 105−6 yr. Al-
though the TDE rate temporarily increases once a SMBH binary
forms, as the SMBH binary ejects or tidally disrupts most of the
stars within the influence radius of the primary SMBH, binary hard-
ening stalls and the TDE rate plummets to levels far below that of
a standard galactic nucleus (Chen et al. 2008). By combining dy-
namical estimates of the number of TDEs per SMBHB merger with
approximate galaxy merger rates, Wegg & Bode (2011) estimate
that SMBHBs contribute only ∼ 2% of the total number TDEs over
cosmic times, insufficient to explain the observed PSP. However,
given the many uncertainties in the calculation of Wegg & Bode
(2011), this channel deserves further exploration.
In this section, we calculate the total TDE rate due to SMB-
HBs, in order to assess this scenario’s overall viability as an expla-
nation for the PSP. Although the DTD itself is harder to quantify in
this case than in the others we have considered thus far (§2, §3), we
nevertheless estimate it in a limiting case.
4.1 TDE Rate from SMBHBs
Estimating the SMBH contribution to the TDE rate requires several
pieces of information from astrophysical modeling and observa-
tions, which we first review before describing the calculation itself:
(i) The rate of galaxy mergers at redshift z is estimated using
the following fitting formula taken from the cosmological Illustris
Simulation (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015):
dN
dQ?dt =A(z)
( M?
1010 M
)α(z) 1 + ( M?2 × 1011 M
)δ(z) (22)
× Qβ(z)+γ log10(M?/(1010 M))? ,
whereM? is the stellar mass of the larger galaxy and Q? < 1 is the
(stellar) mass ratio of the merger. The fitted constants and functions
in this equation are compiled in Appendix B.
(ii) The SMBH mass M• in each galaxy is calculated from the
galactic bulge massMbulge using the Kormendy & Ho (2013) cali-
bration of the M• −Mbulge relationship, as
M• = 0.49+0.06−0.05 × 109 M
( Mbulge
1011 M
)1.16±0.08
. (23)
We estimateMbulge from the galaxy stellar massM? using a bulge
to total (B/T) relation from the mock galaxy catalog of van Velzen
(2017), as provided in tabular form in Appendix B. The latter agrees
qualitatively with similar work from the SDSS sample of Kim et al.
(2016).
(iii) If the smaller merger partner also contains a SMBH (with
a mass also given by the M• − Mbulge relation and the above B/T
prescription), then it will inspiral through dynamical friction to the
center of the merger product, ultimately forming a SMBHB. This
inspiral occurs on the dynamical friction timescale, which we esti-
mate as (Taffoni et al. 2003)
TDF = A
x20R
2
hVh
GMs
, (24)
where Rh is the virial radius of the primary galaxy’s halo, Vh ≡
(GMh/Rh)1/2 is the circular orbital speed at that location, x0 ≡
R0/Rh (where R0 is the initial orbital separation), and Mh (Ms) is the
total halo mass of the primary (secondary) galaxy. A is a dimension-
less constant defined in Appendix B, which depends on the proper-
ties of the merging galaxies (e.g. central density profile, concentra-
tion parameter of the halo), and, more uncertainly, on the properties
of the merger: both orbital circularity ε ≤ 1 and initial separation
R0. Because Rh ∝ M1/3h , TDF ∝ Ax20/Qh, where Qh ≡ Ms/Mh. The
extremely weak dependence of A on Mh (see Appendix B) renders
TDF almost completely independent of Mh when all other merger
properties (e.g. Qh, ε, x0) are held fixed.
Because the TDE rate is enhanced only near the end of the dy-
namical friction inspiral, TDF provides an estimate of the delay time
between the merger and the epoch of TDE rate enhancement.
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(iv) Finally, the total number of TDEs when forming a bound
SMBHB is estimated as (Liu & Chen 2013)
NTDE ≈ 7 × 10
4
(3 − γ)1/2 Q
(2−γ)/(6−2γ)
(
M•
107 M
)11/12
, (25)
where Q < 1 is the SMBHB mass ratio computed from the galaxy
mass ratio Q? using Eq. 23. This analytic result is empirically cal-
ibrated from the three-body scattering simulations of Chen et al.
(2011), who computed TDE rates due to the perturbation of stellar
orbits by the potential of a secondary SMBH in a galactic nucleus.
The scalings entering this expression roughly agree with the inde-
pendent work of Wegg (2013), although the latter simulations find
a prefactor which is ≈ 5 times smaller. Our use of Eq. 25 therefore
places an upper limit on the number of SMBHB-catalyzed TDEs,
as the true number could be smaller by a factor of a few (though we
note that both Chen et al. 2011 and Wegg 2013 consider SMBHBs
in spherical star clusters; it is not yet known whether nonspheri-
cal geometries can enhance the total number of SMBHB-induced
disruptions).
From the above information, we estimate the per-galaxy TDE
rate at redshift z as the integral of the galaxy merger rate (Eq. 22)
multiplied by the number of TDEs per merger (Eq. 25),
N˙SMBHB(M?, z) =
∫ 1
Qmin(z)
dN
dQ?dt
∣∣∣∣
zDF
NTDE(M?,Q?)dQ?. (26)
The lower limit of integration 0.01 ∼< Qmin(z) ∼< 0.1 is set by the
lowest merger mass ratio capable of producing a SMBHB within
the lookback time to when the merger took place. This is deter-
mined by equating the dynamical friction timescale (Eq. 24) to the
lookback time between the observing redshift z and the redshift of
the merger zDF, considering only mergers that took place at zDF < 3.
The galaxy merger rate dN/dQ?dt in Eq. (26) is evaluated at the
unique merger redshift zDF(M?,Q?, z) which yields a SMBHB by
the event redshift z (we compute zDF by numerically solving Eq. 24
for z).
Fig. 8 shows the per-galaxy TDE rate N˙TDE as a function of
the descendent SMBH mass M• at two characteristic redshifts, z =
0.1 (orange lines) and z = 1 (blue lines). One uncertainty in our
calculation arises because we must make assumptions about the
circularity ε ≤ 1 of the merger and the initial orbital radius R0 of the
satellite galaxy, which enter into the dynamical friction timescale.
Another uncertain parameter is the power law density slope γ of
the primary’s nuclear star cluster. The shaded error region in each
curve brackets these uncertainties between an optimistic (ε = 0.5,
R0 = 0.4Rh, γ = 1.9) and a pessimistic (ε = 0.9, R0 = 0.8Rh, γ =
1.2) case. Shown for comparison is a power-law fit to the average
TDE rate as a function of SMBH mass, calculated from two-body
scattering based on measured stellar density profiles from a large
population of nearby galaxies (Stone & Metzger 2016).
The rate of TDEs arising from SMBHBs increases with in-
creasing (primary) SMBH mass M•, as massive galaxies experi-
ence a moderately greater number of mergers than smaller ones
(Eq. 22) and produce far more SMBHB-induced disruptions in
each (Eq. 25). The TDE rate rolls over above the Hills mass8 of
M2/3H = R?c
2/(2GM1/3? ), the maximum mass SMBH that can pro-
duce visible flares from tidal disruption (Hills 1975). Since the vast
8 We compute population-averaged Hills masses following the prescription
of Stone & Metzger (2016), i.e. assuming a Kroupa present-day mass func-
tion truncated above M? = 1M.
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Figure 8. Cosmically-averaged per-galaxy TDE rate N˙SMBHB of the binary
SMBH channel, as a function of the mass M• of the descendant SMBH. Or-
ange and blue lines correspond to the rate at redshifts z = 0.1 and z = 1, re-
spectively. Shaded regions denote the uncertainty range defined by adopting
“optimistic” versus “pessimistic” values for uncertain parameters, such as
the average circularity of the galaxy merger ( = 0.5 or 0.9), initial merger
radius (R0 = 0.4Rh or 0.8Rh), and slope of the density profile of the nuclear
star cluster (γ = 1.9 or 1.2). Averaged over the SMBH mass function, the
local (z = 0.1) rates are far below those predicted in typical (non-SMBH
binary hosting) galactic nuclei through two-body interactions, though they
are competitive at the high mass end (M• ∼> 107 M). The best fit power law
to the predicted two-body TDE rate of typical galaxies is shown as a black
dashed line (Stone & Metzger 2016).
majority of binary-induced TDEs are caused by the primary SMBH
(Wegg 2013), we only consider its Hills mass in our computations.
At z = 0.1 the per-galaxy rate of SMBHB-catalyzed TDEs is
generally less than the N˙ ∼ 10−4 yr−1 predicted by theory (Stone
& Metzger 2016) and suggested by recent modeling of the ob-
served TDE luminosity function (van Velzen 2017). However, the
SMBHB-catalyzed TDE rate becomes competitive at the most mas-
sive end of TDE hosts (M• ∼ 107.5 M), and could under opti-
mistic assumptions account for an order unity fraction of disrup-
tions there. The SMBHB TDE rate in our model grows with red-
shift, increasing by a factor of a few from z = 0.1 to z = 1. However,
because our model does not account for the uncertain redshift evo-
lution of the M• −Mbulge scaling relation, its predictions at high z
should be taken with caution. That said, the redshift evolution of the
SMBH mass function (cosmic downsizing) suggests that the TDE
rate due to two-body relaxation could decline quickly with redshift,
in which case the relative contribution of SMBHB TDEs may grow
with z (Kochanek 2016).
By combining the per-galaxy TDE rate from SMBHBs with
the local (z ≈ 0.1) galaxy mass function of Stone & Metzger
(2016), we estimate the volumetric TDE rate from the SMBHB
channel to be 2.2 × 10−7 Mpc−3 yr−1 < n˙ < 8.0 × 10−7 Mpc−3 yr−1.
While this range falls far below empirically-calibrated two-body
TDE rate estimates of n˙ ∼> 3.0 × 10−6 Mpc−3 yr−1 (Stone & Met-
zger 2016), it is comparable to or larger than some observationally
estimated rates (for example, van Velzen & Farrar (2014) estimate
a volumetric rate of n˙ = 4 − 8 × 10−8±0.4 Mpc−3 yr−1). However, a
recent analysis by van Velzen (2017) finds a higher TDE rate of n˙ ≈
7.4×10−7 Mpc−3 yr−1, which increases to n˙ ≈ 2.7×10−6 Mpc−3 yr−1
if the actual TDE luminosity function extends just a factor of a few
lower, to a value of ≈ 1042 erg s−1, comparable to the dimmest ob-
served flares.
If the broader TDE rate discrepancy indeed arises due to some
combination of observational selection effects (e.g. dust extinction,
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spectroscopic followup choices in optical surveys, a wide TDE lu-
minosity function), such that theoretical rate estimates are roughly
correct, then we conclude that SMBHBs are relegated to a sub-
dominant channel for TDE production. They would in this case
contribute at most 7.5 − 26% of the “normal rate” arising from
two-body relaxation9, and are unlikely to explain the PSP. Alter-
natively, if something is wrong with standard two-body relaxation
calculations (Wang & Merritt 2004; Stone & Metzger 2016), and
lower observationally inferred rates are correct (Donley et al. 2002;
van Velzen & Farrar 2014, but see also Esquej et al. 2008; Holoien
et al. 2016), then TDEs sourced by SMBHBs may constitute an or-
der unity fraction of the TDE sample, and thus may serve as viable
explanations of the PSP. Regardless, we have found a somewhat
higher fractional rate of SMBHB-induced TDEs than the ≈ 3%
estimated by Wegg & Bode (2011), though at least part of this dif-
ference stems from the different three-body scattering results found
by Wegg & Bode (2011) versus those from Chen et al. (2011) used
here.
Independent of these uncertainties on the total rate, one addi-
tional comparison to observations can be gleaned from Fig. 8 that
appears to disfavor SMBHBs as a dominant TDE production chan-
nel. As noted earlier, most TDEs sourced from SMBHBs arise from
primary SMBHs of mass 107 M ∼< M• ∼< 108 M, a result which
is robust to the observing redshift and choice of free parameters
in our dynamical friction model. However, this result is in strong
tension with the bottom-heavy SMBH mass distribution of TDE
hosts found by (Wevers et al. 2017), based on a sample of twelve
optically-selected TDEs. It is in less, but still noticeable, tension
with the luminosity-weighted TDE host mass function constructed
from this sample (van Velzen 2017).
4.2 The SMBHB DTD
The DTD for the SMBHB channel represents a convolution of two
different delay times - the dynamical friction time TDF (which de-
termines the delay between the galaxy merger and the enhancement
of the TDE rate due to SMBHB formation) and the delay between
the galaxy merger and the starburst, ∆Tburst. While the former can
be estimated (albeit with some uncertainties) from Eq. 24, the time
delay between merger and starburst is much more uncertain, and
ultimately must be determined from cosmological simulations.
Nevertheless, using the tools assembled here, we can still es-
timate the DTD in a highly idealized version of this scenario, in
which the merger-starburst delay is much smaller than the delay
between merger and SMBHB formation. In this limit, the fraction
of SMBHB-triggered TDEs that occur before a post-starburst age t
is given by
C(t;M?, z) =
∫ 1
Qmin(t,z)
dN
dQ?dt |zDF NTDE(M?,Q?)dQ?
N˙SMBHB(M?, z)
. (27)
Here we have defined a more general Qmin(t, z) as the minimum
galaxy mass ratio that will produce a SMBHB within a time t < tH
of the merger itself.
Our results for this cumulative distribution, which represents
the time integral of the DTD, is shown in Fig. 9, shown separately
9 The fraction of SMBHB-induced TDEs would be even lower if the oc-
cupation fraction of massive black holes with M• ∼< 106 M is high;
this comparison assumes the conservative theoretical 2-body rate of n˙ =
3.0 × 10−6 Mpc−3 yr−1
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Figure 9. Cumulative distribution C(t) of the local (z = 0.1) TDE rate in-
duced by SMBHBs as a function of the post-merger age t. Thick/thin lines
correspond, respectively, to optimistic/pessimistic choices of free parame-
ters entering the SMBH rate calculation (see §4.1). Green dashed and black
solid lines show results for primaries masses of 106 M and 107 M), respec-
tively. The strong similarities between these curves reflects how the primary
mass scales out of Eq. 24, as explained in §4.1. The dearth of SMBHB-
induced TDEs for post-merger ages t < 109 yr disfavors the SMBHB expla-
nation for the PSP, which requires a rate enhancement on timescales t ∼< 108
yr.
for SMBHBs with primary masses of M• = 106, 107 M. We ob-
serve that essentially no SMBHB-triggered TDEs occur at early
times t < 109 yr after the galaxy merger. Therefore, unless the av-
erage delay between a galaxy merger and its starburst is fine-tuned
to occur in the narrow window ∆Tburst ≈ (0.9 − 1)TDF, there is no
reason to expect a large fraction of TDEs should originate in galax-
ies with post-starburst ages t ∼ 108 yr. Since the merger-starburst
delay time is set by completely different physical processes than
those that set TDF, this requisite fine-tuning provides an additional
argument against the SMBHB explanation for the PSP.
5 COMPARISON TO OBSERVATIONS
The previous sections outlined three dynamical explanations for
the PSP, for two of which (the overdensity and radial anisotropy
hypotheses) we have estimated theoretical DTDs. The DTD in the
SMBHB case is difficult to estimate outside the framework of cos-
mological simulations, but as this scenario is disfavored on mul-
tiple grounds (insufficient overall rate, a top-heavy SMBH mass
distribution, and required fine-tuning of the time delay ∆Tburst be-
tween galaxy merger and starburst), we do not consider it further.
We begin this section by addressing the interaction between the
post-starburst preference and a broader TDE rate dilemma (§5.1).
Then, we compare our theoretical DTDs to the observational data
collected by French et al. 2017 (§5.2).
5.1 TDE Rates
Two-body relaxation estimates of TDE rates in nearby galaxies
generally find that (i) the total TDE rate is dominated by those
from the lowest mass SMBHs that exist with a high occupation
fraction10; (ii) under the assumption of a broad SMBH mass func-
tion, the average per-galaxy TDE rate is N˙ ∼> 10−4 gal−1 yr−1 (Wang
10 But see also Brockamp et al. (2011).
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& Merritt 2004; Stone & Metzger 2016). While the distribution
of SMBH masses in optically-selected TDE hosts appears consis-
tent with the first prediction (Wevers et al. 2017), the second pre-
diction may be in significant tension with observations. The ob-
served rate as inferred from X-ray-selected flares ranges from N˙ =
9 × 10−6 gal−1 yr−1 (Donley et al. 2002) to N˙ = 2 × 10−4 gal−1 yr−1
(Esquej et al. 2008). Rates inferred from optically-selected flares
are also quite uncertain; the ASAS-SN survey, for instance, esti-
mates a TDE rate of N˙ = 2 − 17 × 10−5 gal−1 yr−1 (Holoien et al.
2016).
An accurate rate estimate is challenging to obtain, due to un-
certain survey selection effects; for example, in many time domain
surveys, it is hard to quantify what criteria leads certain transients
to receive the spectroscopic follow-up necessary to result in a TDE
classification. Dust extinction may lead to an underestimation of
the true TDE rate; conversely, the present TDE sample may be con-
taminated at some level with TDE impostors, such as nuclear super-
novae (Saxton et al. 2016), unusually variable AGN (Komossa et al.
2015), or exotic types of stellar collisions (Metzger & Stone 2017).
Ideally, rates should be estimated using a complete, flux-limited
sample, but such an approach is hindered by the complicated selec-
tion functions that enter into most time domain surveys. Only the
small number of SDSS-selected TDEs (N = 2) represents a truly
flux-complete (down to a limiting peak TDE luminosity) sample,
from which one infers a low rate of N˙ = 0.2− 4.7× 10−5 gal−1 yr−1
(van Velzen & Farrar 2014). However, the true TDE rate is proba-
bly higher than this: recent modeling of the optical TDE luminosity
function indicates that large, generally unseen populations of faint
TDEs could be biasing observational inferences. When the low de-
tection rate of these faint TDEs is accounted for, one finds that they
dominate the volumetric rate, and this yields a flux-corrected per-
galaxy TDE rate N˙ ≈ 1× 10−4 gal−1 yr−1 (van Velzen 2017), poten-
tially eliminating the tension with theoretical two-body rates.
The overall magnitude of the TDE rate discrepancy in nor-
mal (non post-starburst) galaxies remains an open question, but one
that is important for using DTDs to discriminate between differ-
ent dynamical explanations of the PSP. Because the bottom end of
the TDE luminosity function remains poorly constrained, observa-
tional estimates of the PSP are most accurately expressed as rela-
tive rate enhancements R as a function of post-starburst age, rather
than in terms of the absolute per-galaxy rate N˙. By making the rea-
sonable assumption that the TDE luminosity function is the same
in normal and post-starburst galaxies, this enables us to translate
theoretical predictions of absolute TDE rates (e.g. §2) into predic-
tions about relative rates, which we compare to data in the next
subsection. However, we caution that this assumption (and thus our
conclusions derived from it) could be invalid if the PSP arises due
to non-dynamical effects, such as preferential dust obscuration in
normal galaxies.
5.2 The Delay Time Distribution
French et al. (2016) found that 6 of 8 TDEs in their optical/UV-
selected sample occurred in galaxies with strong Balmer absorp-
tion features, consistent with a starburst occuring t? ∼ 100 Myr to
3 Gyr ago. Three of these are classical E+A galaxies, consistent
with a recent starburst (t? ∼ 100 − 200 Myr), while another three
show weaker Balmer absorption features, consistent with a slightly
older starburst with t? ∼ 0.3 − 3 Gyr (but see also French et al.
2017 for caveats on the latter set of post-starburst ages). Only two
TDEs in the sample occur in galaxies with old stellar populations
t? ∼> 1 Gyr, implying a much lower per-galaxy TDE rate in this
population. By comparing the number of TDEs in each bin of post-
starburst age to the frequency of these galaxy ages in SDSS data,
and under the assumption that the TDE luminosity function (af-
ter absorption/extinction) is constant across galaxy types, one finds
that the TDE rate is enhanced in E+A and more weakly Balmer-
strong galaxies by factors of R = 190+115−100 and R = 33+7−11, respec-
tively.
More recent work, accounting for possible selection effects
and employing larger TDE candidate samples, has found smaller
but still significant overrepresentations of post-starburst galaxies
among TDE hosts (Law-Smith et al. 2017; Graur et al. 2017). In
particular, Graur et al. (2017) used the same galaxy selection cri-
teria as French et al. (2016), and found TDE rate enhancements
in E+A and more weakly Balmer-strong galaxies of R = 36+22−18
and R = 18+8−6, respectively. However, the careful stellar popula-
tion modeling of French et al. (2017) has found the most accurate
post-starburst age estimates so far for TDE host galaxies, so we
rely on this work in estimating the observational DTD. We split
their sample of eight TDE hosts into three categories. First, two
TDE hosts are not in post-starburst galaxies. Second, five TDE
hosts have a “post-starburst age” (the age since the end of the burst)
of 100 − 600 Myr. Finally, one TDE host has a post-starburst age
within 600−1100 Myr. Under the assumption that these two equally
sized age bins are equally represented in the 2.3% of low-z galax-
ies with significant Hδ absorption (French et al. 2016), we estimate
that for our “young” and “old” bins of post-starburst age, the rate
enhancement factors are R = 54+17−20 and R = 11+20−9.0, respectively.
Here the upper and lower limits are one-σ binomial confidence lev-
els (Gehrels 1986).
A tidal disruption flare candidate was recently discovered
(Tadhunter et al. 2017; Dou et al. 2017) in a starbursting ultra-
luminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG). Although further observations
are needed to substantiate the TDE origin of this event, its confir-
mation would suggest that TDE rates are even higher in actively
starbursting galaxies, ∼> 10−2 yr−1. If the TDE rate in normal galax-
ies is N˙ ∼ 10−4 gal−1 yr−1, this implies a rate enhancement of
R ∼> 100 in starburst galaxies (t? ∼ 107 yr). Given the still un-
certain nature of the ULIRG flare, we do not focus on explaining
this intriguing data point, but still present it for comparison.
In order to compare the observed rate enhancement to our the-
oretical predictions of the overdensity (§2) and radial anisotropy
(§3) hypotheses, we must define M•-averaged rate enhancement
factors 〈Rρ(t)〉 and 〈Rβ(t)〉, respectively. We do not compute an
averaged rate enhancement for the SMBHB hypothesis (§4) be-
cause, as already discussed, this scenario cannot explain the PSP
absent fine-tuning. These mass-averaged relative DTDs are calcu-
lated by integrating our earlier, mass-dependent DTDs N˙ρ(t,M•)
and N˙β(t,M•) over the SMBH mass function φ(M•) according to
〈Rρ(t)〉 =n˙−1SM16
∫ Mmax
Mmin
N˙ρ(t,M•)φ(M•)d log10(M•) (28)
〈Rβ(t)〉 =n˙−1SM16
∫ Mmax
Mmin
N˙β(t,M•)φ(M•)d log10(M•) (29)
n˙SM16 =
∫ Mmax
Mmin
N˙SM16(M•)φ(M•)d log10(M•), (30)
where we take an empirical φ(M•) from Shankar et al. 2009 (units
of Mpc−3 dex−1). Specifically, we use their tabulated low-redshift
(z = 0.02) mass function; as a check of robustness, we have com-
pared it to a different φ(M•) derived from galaxy scaling relations
(Stone & Metzger 2016) and found only modest changes to 〈Rρ(t)〉
and 〈Rβ(t)〉. As the limits of integration, we adopt fiducial values
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Figure 10. Theoretical delay time distributions showing TDE rate enhancements as a function of stellar age t of the nuclear star cluster. The rate enhancements
in the overdensity and radial anisotropy explanations of the post-starburst TDE preference are compared to observational data from French et al. (2017), shown
as gray circles. As DTDs must be integrated over the SMBH mass function, the shaded regions denote the uncertainties arising from whether we assume
SMBH mass function to cut off below M• = 105 M or M• = 106 M. A gray triangle shows the tentative TDE rate enhancement in starbursting galaxies, as
inferred by the detection of a possible TDE in a ULIRG by Tadhunter et al. 2017 (though we caution that the TDE interpretation of this single event requires
verification). Top panel: Rate enhancements 〈Rρ〉 for overdense post-starburst nuclei are shown. The black, red, green, and blue curves show the evolution of
initial power law slopes γ = 1.75, γ = 2.25, γ = 2.5, and γ = 2.75, respectively. Each set of initial conditions has been given an initial normalization such
that all Fokker-Planck simulations reproduce observed influence radii (Eq. 19) after 1010 yr of evolution. Observed post-starburst rate enhancements can be
reproduced if γ ∼> 2.5. Bottom panel: Rate enhancements 〈Rβ〉 for radially anisotropic post-starburst nuclei are shown. The lavender, cyan, and light green
curves show time evolution of initial anisotropies β0 = 0.6, β0 = 0.4, and β0 = 0.2, respectively. Observed post-starburst rate enhancements can be reproduced
if β0 ∼> 0.5, which is close to the onset threshold of the radial orbit instability.
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for the minimum and maximum SMBH mass of Mmin = 106 M
and Mmax = 108 M, respectively. Eqs. 28 and 29 are both normal-
ized by a mass-integrated volumetric TDE rate n˙SM16, which we
calculate using the best-fit per-galaxy TDE rate of Stone & Met-
zger (2016),
N˙SM16(M•) = 2.9 × 10−5 gal−1 yr−1
(
M•
108 M
)−0.404
, (31)
Fig. 10 compares the observed DTD to our mass-integrated theoret-
ical predictions. The top panel shows the relative rate enhancement
〈Rρ(t)〉 in the overdensity hypothesis (§2) for different initial power
law slopes γ and a range of minimum SMBH masses Mmin. The ini-
tial influence radii rinfl,0 (or, equivalently, ρ1(0) values) are chosen
so that the influence radius after 1010 yr of relaxation is equal to
Eq. 19, yielding a standard galactic nucleus11. This approach yields
a realistic 〈Rρ(1010 yr)〉 ≈ 1. Initial power law slopes γ ∼> 2.5 are
capable of matching both post-starburst data points as well as the
(very approximate) ULIRG data point.
Likewise, the bottom panel of Fig. 10 compares the observed
DTD to the theoretical relative rate enhancement 〈Rβ(t)〉 in our
anisotropic hypothesis (§3) for different initial anisotropies β0 and
a range of minimum SMBH masses Mmin. Lower values of Mmin
always reduce 〈Rβ〉 at fixed post-starburst age t, because lower
mass SMBHs have, on average, shorter relaxation times, in which
case initial anisotropies wash out more quickly. As described ear-
lier, larger values of β0 lead to higher enhancements 〈Rβ〉. The
anisotropic DTDs can match the observed rate enhancements for
β0 ∼> 0.5. Such large anisotropies lie close to the threshold for the
radial orbit instability, and the viability of this hypothesis may de-
pend on the nonlinear outcome of the ROI.
Most TDEs produced by overdense galactic nuclei come from
low-mass SMBHs. The anisotropy hypothesis, on the other hand,
is biased towards higher-mass SMBHs where relaxation times are
long (see Fig. 7). Roughly half of the rate enhancement 〈Rβ(t)〉 in
the bottom panel of Fig. 10 comes from SMBHs in the mass range
107 < M•/M < 108. In this section we have cut off our integrals at
a Mmax = 1 × 108 M, in an approximation of the Hills mass. While
the anisotropic explanation of the PSP does not favor as top-heavy
a distribution of TDE hosts as the SMBHB scenario does (Fig. 8),
more accurate modeling of the Hills mass, and perhaps SMBH spin
distributions (Kesden 2012), may be necessary for future work to
compare predicted SMBH mass distributions to observations (Wev-
ers et al. 2017).
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a new tool, the TDE delay time distribution,
for studying the unusual host galaxy preferences of TDEs. This ob-
servable, already widely used in studies of other transients such
11 In order to set realistic initial conditions, we ran an exploratory grid of
PhaseFlow models with a range of γ, ρ1(0) and M• values, and measured
the final influence radii rinfl. These models were flattened to a ρ ∝ r−1/2
core inside a collision radius ∼ 10−2 pc set by Eq. 7, but our results are
not sensitive to this flattening. We then interpolated across ρ1(0) (for fixed
γ, M•) to estimate the ρ1(0) value that will yield Eq. 19, and used this
value of ρ1(0) in a second grid of models across γ and M•. This second grid
produced the DTDs used in Fig. 10. We find that an initial condition ρ1(0) =
0.617γ × 106.32 M pc−3(M•/106 M)−1.05+0.425γ yields a final influence
radius within a factor of two of Eq. 19.
as gamma ray bursts and Type Ia supernovae, may in the near fu-
ture help discriminate between different explanations for the post-
starburst preference of observed TDE flares. Most of these expla-
nations are motivated by exotic stellar dynamical scenarios in the
nuclei of post-starburst galaxies, and these scenarios generally have
uncertain free parameters. DTDs are useful not only for discrimi-
nating between explanations of the PSP, but also for parameter ex-
traction in the context of an individual dynamical hypothesis.
We have also investigated a new hypothesis for the PSP based
on the assumption that starbursts in nuclear star clusters place stars
onto preferentially radial orbits around the SMBH. Such radial or-
bits allow stars to diffuse rapidly into the loss cone, enhancing the
TDE rate over that in an otherwise identical galactic nucleus with
an isotropic stellar velocity field (to which the cluster relaxes at
late times). By numerically solving the 1D (angular momentum)
Fokker-Planck equation, we find that radial orbit anisotropies can
enhance volumetric TDE rates by up to a factor of 〈Rβ〉 ≈ 10− 100
(depending on the uncertain onset threshold of the radial orbit in-
stability) on timescales of ∼ 108 yr post-starburst. This enhance-
ment, which declines approximately as a power law in time in each
galaxy (N˙ ∝ t−β0 ), provides a promising explanation for the PSP.
The overdensity hypothesis, proposed theoretically in Stone &
Metzger (2016) and investigated empirically in Stone & van Velzen
(2016), also appears capable of producing the large per-galaxy TDE
rates observed in post-starburst galaxies. If the starburst produces
an ultrasteep stellar cusp (initial power-law slope γ ≥ 9/4) with
a high density normalization, we find that large per-galaxy TDE
rates of ∼ 10−3 yr−1 are possible in nuclei with young stellar pop-
ulations of age ∼ 108 yr. The TDE rate declines steeply with time
following the starburst, approximately as N˙ ∝ t−(4γ−9)/(2γ−3)/ ln t.
When we choose initial density profile normalizations that, after
1010 yr of collisional evolution, reproduce observed nuclear prop-
erties (specifically, rinfl), we find that stellar profiles with initial
power-law slopes γ ∼> 2.5 can reasonably reproduce the DTD im-
plied by current data.
By contrast, the original hypothesis of Arcavi et al. (2014) -
that the PSP may arise from a hidden population of SMBHBs - ap-
pears to contribute at most in a subdominant way to the observed
rate enhancement. While a detailed delay time distribution for the
SMBHB rate enhancement is beyond the scope of this paper, and
likely can only be constructed from cosmological simulations, we
have generated a simplified DTD for this scenario (Fig. 9). The
SMBHB scenario is disfavored because dynamical friction sets a
delay between galaxy merger and the formation of a hard SMBHB
(i.e, the short-lived phase of TDE rate enhancement) that is typi-
cally TDF ∼> 1×109 yr. Unless the delay between galaxy merger and
starburst, which is set by an entirely different set of hydrodynami-
cal processes, is fine-tuned to be ∼< 10% shorter than TDF, then the
SMBHB scenario cannot explain the PSP. Furthermore, by com-
puting for the first time the distribution of primary SMBH masses
in SMBHB-triggered TDEs, we have found a top-heavy distribu-
tion which is at odds with the bottom-heavy mass function of the
observed TDE flare sample (Wevers et al. 2017).
While this paper provides a pioneering theoretical exploration
of the TDE DTD, much additional work is needed to better char-
acterize the time evolution of TDE rates. First, our investigations
of the overdensity and radial anisotropy scenarios employed ideal-
ized 1D Fokker-Planck equations to study evolution in energy and
angular momentum space, respectively. These calculations could
be improved by solving the 2D Fokker-Planck equation, with the
Monte Carlo method (e.g Duncan & Shapiro 1983; Freitag & Benz
2002; Vasiliev 2015), or at much greater computational cost with
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full N-body simulations (e.g. Brockamp et al. 2011; Wang et al.
2016). The latter two approaches could also help explore TDE rates
in post-ROI systems born with high β0. Second, we have not at-
tempted to compute the DTDs for more dynamically complex ex-
planations of the PSP (e.g. a strongly triaxial geometry for post-
starburst galactic nuclei, or secular dynamical processes in eccen-
tric stellar disks). Third, we have largely ignored non-dynamical
explanations of the PSP, such as preferentially low column depths
in post-starburst galactic nuclei. If normal galaxies generally suffer
from high levels of nuclear dust extinction (photoelectric absorp-
tion from neutral gas), the detectability of their optically (X-ray)
bright TDEs will fall in contrast to less obscured galaxy subpopu-
lations.
Finally, we note that the three different dynamical hypotheses
in this paper - as well as other explanations of the PSP - may have
another potential discriminant: the distribution of TDE impact pa-
rameters βTDE = Rt/Rp. TDEs originating in SMBH binaries, or in
triaxial stellar potentials, feed stars into the loss cone in the pin-
hole regime of disruption, in which a sample of TDEs will have
an impact parameter distribution N(βTDE) ∝ 1/βTDE. Conversely,
the ultrasteep version of the overdensity hypothesis, which appears
in some ways to be the most promising solution to the PSP, will
be in the diffusive regime of disruption, in which most TDEs have
βTDE ≈ 1 (though a minority of high βTDE events will be supplied
by strong scatterings - see Weissbein & Sari 2017). In the radial
anisotropy scenario, the βTDE distribution will depend on the de-
tails of the stellar density profile ρ(r) and the initial anisotropy β0,
but will generally favor the pinhole regime.
Our current knowledge of the PSP is limited by small number
statistics: existing observations provide population ages for only
a few dozen TDE host galaxies (French et al. 2016; Graur et al.
2017), and in many cases these ages are quite approximate (French
et al. 2017). However, the sample of TDEs is expanding rapidly
and will continue to do so as more time domain surveys, such
as ZTF and the LSST, come online. As the stellar populations of
more TDE hosts are characterized spectroscopically, it will become
possible to construct empirical delay time distributions that distin-
guish increasingly subtle variations between the theoretical DTDs
computed here. This will provide a straightforward test of different
theoretical explanations for the peculiar host galaxy preference of
TDEs, and other peculiar features of TDE demographics not yet
identified.
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APPENDIX A: LOSS CONE THEORY
Near a SMBH, stars are disrupted when angular momentum diffu-
sion brings them onto radial orbits. Diffusion through energy space
contributes to TDE rates at a vastly lower level. The loss cone is the
region of phase space where the specific angular momentum obeys
J < JLC, where J2LC ≈ 2GM•rt is the angular momentum of the
loss cone. The reader interested in a thorough introduction to LC
physics should consult Cohn & Kulsrud (1978) and Merritt (2013);
our goal here is limited to summarizing those results relevant for
our calculations in §2 and §3.
We limit ourselves in this appendix to the special case where
the stellar density profile obeys ρ?(r) = ρ0(r/r0)−γ and r  rinfl.
Inside the radius of influence, the Kepler potential of the SMBH is
ψ = GM•/r; here we use the stellar dynamical convention where
specific orbital energy  is positive for bound orbits, as is the grav-
itational potential. The one-dimensional velocity dispersion is
σ2 =
GM•
r(1 + γ)
. (A1)
Assuming isotropic velocities, the distribution function is given by
an Eddington integral:
f () = 8−1/2pi−3/2
Γ(γ + 1)
Γ(γ − 1/2)
ρ0
〈m?〉
(
GM•
r0
)−γ
γ−3/2, (A2)
where Γ is the standard Gamma function. In §2, we compute the
relaxation time tr, which is defined in terms of a local diffusion
coefficient for the parallel velocity component (Merritt 2013)
〈(∆v‖)2〉 = 32pi
2
3
G2〈m2?〉 ln Λv(F4(v) + E1(v)),
E1(v) =
∫ ∞
v
vf
v
f (vf)dvf (A3)
F4(v) =
∫ v
0
( vf
v
)4
f (vf)dvf .
Here we have rewritten Eq. A2 in terms of the local velocity v with
the substitution  = ψ − v2/2. We evaluate the diffusion coeffi-
cient at v =
√
3σ(r). In standard galactic nuclei, the use of 〈(∆v‖)2〉
usually gives a reasonable estimate of the energy relaxation time,
but formally speaking, energy relaxation is governed by a nonlocal
orbit-averaged diffusion coefficient. When γ ≥ 2, energy diffusion
becomes strongly nonlocal. We find numerically that using Eq. A3
to compute the normalization of the energy relaxation time tr gives
results off by a factor of a few when applied to the ultrasteep regime
of §2.
Deep in the Kepler potential of an SMBH, the orbit-
averaged angular momentum diffusion coefficient (which arises
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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from 〈(∆v⊥)2〉, not Eq. A3) can be approximately evaluated in
closed form (Stone & Metzger 2016, Appendix A). This is use-
ful when considering the DTD of ultrasteep stellar density cusps,
and in §2 we make use of the closed form expression for LC flux,
F () ≈ 32pi
3
√
2
G5 M3•ρ
2
0 ln Λ
(
GM•
r0
)−2γ (
γ(γ − 1/2)Γ(γ)
Γ(γ + 1/2)
)2
(A4)
× 3Q˜1/2 − Q˜3/2 + 2Q˜0
ln(GM•/(4rt))
2γ−11/2.
Here the dimensionless terms
Q˜0 ≈ 5pi8(2γ − 1) (A5)
Q˜1/2 ≈pi1/2
(
1811 − 798γ + 16γ2
120
Γ(4 − γ)
Γ(15/2 − γ) (A6)
+
2γ − 1
4(5 − γ)(4 − γ)
Γ(γ + 1/2)
Γ(γ + 1)
)
Q˜3/2 ≈ pi40Γ(γ − 3)
(
pi1/2(8γ2 + 118γ − 325) csc(piγ)
Γ(15/2 − γ) (A7)
− 15 × 2
5−2γ(1 − 2γ)2(2γ − 7)(2γ − 5)(2γ − 3)Γ(2γ − 8)
Γ(γ + 2)
)
.
Note that the function Q˜ ≡ 3Q˜1/2 − Q˜3/2 + 2Q˜0 has singularities
at all integer and half-integer values of γ. As these are removable
singularities, they do not pose a serious challenge for numerical
evaluation, but for the convenience of the reader, the following fit-
ting formula is accurate to within 10% for 0.5 ≤ γ < 2.95:
Q˜ ≈ 1.99
γ − 1/2 − 0.0657 + 0.597(γ − 1/2) − 0.192(γ − 1/2)
2, (A8)
where Q˜ ≡ 3Q˜1/2 − Q˜3/2 + 2Q˜0.
In ultrasteep density cusps, N˙ diverges as one integrates F ()
to more and more tightly bound orbits; if there is some large value
of ′ above which the power law flattens, then N˙ ∼ ′F (′).
APPENDIX B: PRESCRIPTIONS FOR CALCULATION OF
SMBHB TDE RATES
Rodriguez-Gomez et al. (2015) use the Illustris simulation to ex-
plore the merger rates of galaxies across a range of redshifts and
mass ratios. We employ their fitting formula, Eq. 22 in §4, and list
in this appendix the relevant ancillary fitting formulas and fitted
constants. In particular, A(z) = A0(1 + z)η, α(z) = α0(1 + z)α1 ,
β(z) = β0(1 + z)β1 , and δ(z) = δ0(1 + z)δ1 . A0 = 10−2.2287 Gyr−1, and
the dimensionless fitted constants are η = 2.4644, α0 = 0.2241,
α1 = −1.1759, β0 = −1.2595, β1 = 0.0611, γ = −0.0477,
δ0 = 0.7668, and δ1 = −0.4695.
This formula is used to estimate merger rates between galax-
ies with total descendant stellar massM?, and mass ratioQ?. How-
ever, in early stages of the merger, dark matter is the dominant con-
stituent powering the action of dynamical friction on the infalling
satellite. Thus, in order to compute the dynamical friction inspiral
time, we need a stellar to halo mass relation (SHMR). We employ
the parametrized SHMR of Moster et al. (2013), which was com-
puted using abundance matching:
M?
Mh
= 2N(z)
( MhM1(z)
)−B(z)
+
(
Mh
M1(z)
)C(z)−1 , (B1)
where Mh is total halo mass. This formula employs the following
auxiliary fitting functions:
log10 M1(z) =M10 + M11
z
z + 1
(B2)
N(z) =N10 + N11
z
z + 1
(B3)
B(z) =B10 + B11
z
z + 1
(B4)
C(z) =C10 + C11
z
z + 1
, (B5)
where M10 = 11.590, M11 = 1.195, N10 = 0.0351, N11 = −0.0247,
B10 = 1.376, B11 = −0.826, C10 = 0.608, and C11 = 0.329.
Likewise, we convert total stellar mass M? into bulge mass
Mbulge by using tabulated estimates for B/T ratios taken from a
large sample of SDSS galaxies (van Velzen 2017). These tabulated
estimates are binned by total stellar mass, and we linearly interpo-
late between different bins. The results are qualitatively similar to
parallel SDSS analysis in Kim et al. (2016). The precise tabulated
data (van Velzen, private communication) is shown in Table B1.
This conversion is necessary to use the M• −Mbulge relation in our
estimates of SMBH mass (Eq. 23).
Given the progenitor masses, we now follow the formalism of
Taffoni et al. (2003) to estimate TDF, the dynamical friction inspiral
time that sets the delay between time of merger and the onset of the
TDE rate enhancement. We approximate the dark matter halos of
the two progenitor galaxies as NFW profiles (Navarro et al. 1997)
with mass density
ρNFW(r) =
Mh
4piR3h
δc
ch x(1 + ch x)2
. (B6)
Here x = r/Rh is a dimensionless radius, ch is the dimensionless
halo concentration parameter and
δc =
c3h
ln(1 + ch) − ch/(1 + ch) . (B7)
The circular speed V2c (r) = GM(r)/r can be computed from the
mass enclosed at radius r,
M(r) = Mh
ln(1 + ch x) − ch x/(1 + ch x)
ln(1 + ch) − ch/(1 + ch) . (B8)
For a halo of given mass Mh, we define the virial radius as
Rh =
(
3Mh
4pi × 200ρ¯
)1/3
, (B9)
where ρ¯(z) is the Universe’s average density at redshift z. We esti-
mate the concentration parameters of the NFW halos using empiri-
cal results from weak lensing (Mandelbaum et al. 2008):
c = (5.6 ± 0.9)(1 + z)−1
(
Mh
1014 M
)−0.13±0.07
. (B10)
Now we can estimate the dynamical friction inspiral time TDF of
a satellite with initial orbital energy E and angular momentum J
using Eq. 24. Defining the ratio of halo masses to be Qh = Ms/Mh,
we can define the dimensionless constant A from Eq. 24 in two
different regimes. When Q > 0.1, the satellite galaxy does not lose
significant mass from tidal stripping during its dynamical friction-
driven inspiral, and the “rigid body” dynamical friction time can be
computed with
Arigid = 0.6 f (ch)αx1.97c / ln Λ. (B11)
Here the Coulomb logarithm ln Λ = ln(1 + Q−1h ), xc = rc(E)/Rh,
rc(E) is the initial circular orbit radius, the circularity parameter
 = J/Jc(E), and the circular orbit angular momentum Jc(E) =
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Table B1. Average bulge to total (B/T) corrections for different bins of total
stellar massM? in the van Velzen (2017) sample of SDSS galaxies.
log10(M?/M) B/T
8.225 0.0944
8.614 0.1202
8.985 0.1205
9.363 0.1424
9.785 0.2777
10.13 0.4527
10.49 0.5637
10.83 0.6692
11.17 0.7685
rc(E)Vc(rc(E)). We also define the following dimensionless support
functions:
f (c) =1.6765 + 0.0446c (B12)
α(xc,Qh) =0.475
(
1 − tanh(10.3Q0.33h − 7.5xc)
)
. (B13)
However, when Qh < 0.1, the satellite galaxy undergoes sig-
nificant tidal stripping, increasing the inspiral time substantially. A
fitting formula for the inspiral time in this “live satellite” regime,
valid for Qh < 0.08, is
Alive =
0.25 ( chcs
)6
− 0.07 cs
ch
+ 1.123
 [B(xc)Q0.12h + C(xc)Q2h]
× [0.4 + D(xc,Qh)( − 0.2)] . (B14)
The above formula has been well tested against N-body integrations
for  ≥ 0.3, and may be unreliable for more radial orbits. It uses the
following dimensionless support functions:
B(x) = − 0.050 + 0.335x + 0.328x2 (B15)
C(x) =2.151 − 14.17x + 27.383x2 (B16)
D(x,Qh) =0.9 + 108(12.84 + 3.04x − 23.4x2) (B17)
×
(
Qh − 0.00771 − 1.08x − 0.0362
)6
Following the suggestion of Taffoni et al. (2003), when 0.06 ≤
Qh ≤ 0.1, we interpolate linearly between these two regimes12.
Throughout this paper, we employ a ΛCDM cosmology with
the most recent Planck calibration of cosmological parameters:
ΩΛ = 0.687, ΩM = 0.313, and H0 = 67.48 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016).
12 While Taffoni et al. (2003) suggest a limiting Qh = 0.08, we find that this
produces non-monotonic behavior for TDF(Qh). We instead pick a limiting
Qh = 0.06 to ensure monotonicity.
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